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We have obtained a generalization of Rosenthal’s lemma about the finitely 
additive measures with a very elementary method. G 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rosenthal’s lemma about the finitely additive measures is beautiful for its 
elegance and powerful because of its utility [l, p. 181. For the case of 
a-fields, Rosenthal’s lemma has a considerably simple proof due to Kupka 
[2]. His proof is a stunningly elegant improvement of Rosenthal’s original 
proof [3,4]. For the case of fields, Uhl [S] gave a proof based on 
functional analysis [l, pp. 18-191. 
In this article we shall give a very simple proof of a generalization of 
Rosenthal’s lemma. A beautiful result of Simons [6] is also a special case 
of our Theorem 2. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let {A,,(.)} be a sequence in cO= (i:N -+C(lim,-, A(i)=O). We con- 
sider the following property about { A,(. )}. 
(M,) For every E > 0 and every sequence n, < n2 < . . . in N there is a 
sequence pi < pz < ..in N such that each set (k~N:li,,(n,)l GE} is 
infinite for all i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
It is clear that, if lim,, 3c n,(i) = 0 is uniformly in n E N, then (A,( .)} has 
(MO). 
The converse is not true: 
i= 1, 
i = n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
otherwise. 
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We see that the convergence lim,, cc fn(i) = 0 is not uniformly in n E N, 
though W)} b is ounded in I,, for p > 1. However, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. If M > 0 and p 3 1 are fixed and 
,!, l&,(i)l”<M, n= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
then (An(.)} has (M,). 
Proof: E > 0 and {ni} E N are given. For each k E N we define 
pk:N -+ C by ,uk(i)=lnk(ni), in N. 
Choose an L E N such that Lep > M. If there are distinct ii, i,, . . . . i, E N 
such that the set {nG N : Ip,(ik)l GE} is finite for each k = 1, 2, . . . . L, then 
we have 
M<L.cP< i Jp,Jik)JP,<M 
k=l 
for sufficiently large n E N. This contradiction shows that there is an i0 E N 
such that the set (k E N : IA,,,( <E} is infinite for each i 2 i,. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1. Let {&( .)}F=, be a sequence in cO. If for every E>O 
there is a sequence n, <n, < .. in N such that 
(1) IA,(n,)( <&E/2’, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1; j=2, 3, . . . . 
(2) Ci,i lin,(nj)l <.5/2j, j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
and hence 
(3) L+, l~,,(nJl <e, j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
then we say that (An(.)};=, has Rosenthal-Simons property (simply, 
W)). 
Our basic result is the following: 
THEOREM 2. A sequence {A,( .)}z= 1 in c0 has (RS) if and only if there is 
a sequence nz < n, < . . . in N such that the sequence { {A,,(n,},“, , )I?= 1 has the 
property (MO 1. 
Proof: =+. If {A,(.)} has (RS) then there is a sequence n, <n2< . ..in 
N such that 
14&nt)l < l/2, I~n,h)l < l/2*, . . . . IA,(n,-,)I < l/2’-’ 
for all j= 2, 3, . . . . Clearly, { {k,(nJ I,? 1 >,E , has (MO). 
-= Without loss of generality, suppose that {A,( .)} has (M,). E >O is 
given. 
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By (M,), choose an n, E N such that the set A,, = (k~ fV: Jll,(n,)J GE/~} 
is infinite. Hence, observe that lim,, m A,,(i) = 0, there is a sequence 
p, <pz< . ..in A,,, such that C,“=, I&,,(p,)l c&/2. Since {&,(.)) has (M,), 
there exist infinite many p, such that for these pi each set 
{Jo f+J: IApj(pi)l <s/2*} is infinite. T a k e such a p, > n, and denote it as n,. 
Thus A,, = { pj: JApj(n2)l GE/~*} is infinite, and hence there is a sequence 
q, <q2< . ..in A,, such that C,“= I Ill,,(q,)( < ~/2~, since lim;, z E,,,(i) = 0. 
Now, according to (M,) of { L,( .)}, there exist infinite many q1 such that 
each set {qj: l%,(q,)l <.s/2j} is infinite. Take such a qi>n2 and denote 
it as n3. 
In this way, we obtain a sequence n, < n, < n3 < . . which satisfies (1 ), 
(2) and (3). Q.E.D. 
We have an immediate but very convenient 
COROLLARY 3. A sequence { ,I,,(. )};= , in cO has (RS) if and only if there 
is a sequence n, -C n2 < ... in N such that 
lL,h)l d 1, Ik,(n,)l 6 l/2, . . . . I~.n,(n,~I)l 6 /j- 1 
for all j = 2, 3, . . . . 
Note that a sequence n, < n2 < . . which satisfies the condition (1) of 
Delinition 1 need not satisfy (2), but according to Corollary 3, if (1) holds 
for n, <n,< .,. then both (1) and (2) hold for a certain sequence 
k, -c/c,< ... in N. 
The basic result of Simons [6, Theorem 1 ] is a special case of 
Theorem 2, we shall show it in Proposition 2 of Section 3. Another 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following: 
COROLLARY 4 (Rosenthal’s lemma for measures on a field). Let 9 be a 
field of subsets of a set Sz. Let {u,,} be a untformly bounded sequene of the 
finitely additive scalar-valued measures defined on 9. Then, if (E,} is a 
disjoint sequence of members of .F and E > 0, there is a disjoint sequence of 
members of 9 and E > 0, there is a subsequence {E,,} of {E,} such that 
IhI ( u En,)<& 
lEd,i#/ 
for all finite subset A of N and for all j = 1, 2, . . . . 
The condition of uniformly boundedness of 1~~) c ba(Q, F) implies that 
for each disjoint sequence {E,} in F the sequence { ( 1~~ I (E,)}p”_ , }r=, is 
bounded in I,, and hence has the property (M,). 
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Hence in the case of measures on a a-field, Rosenthal’s lemma is also a 
special case of the following: 
THEOREM 5. Let 9’ be a o-field of subsets of a set Q, {E,} be a disjoint 
sequence in 5, and {p”} b e a sequence in ba(Q, 9). Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(I) For every E > 0 there is a sequence n, < n, < . in N such that 
1” /~~,l (E,,,)<E/~‘, i=l,2 ,..., j-l; j=2,3 ,..., 
2” k,l (Ui,,E,)<&/2j,j=1,2,..., 
and hence 
3” IP~,I (Ui+,En,)<E, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
(II) There is a sequence k, < k, < . . in N such that the sequence 
{(l~~k,l (EJ)P”=I)~:, has the property (MO), i.e., ((1~~1 (Ei)},“=,),“=, has 
(RS). 
Proof (I) 3 (II): 1” + (II). (II) + (I): E >O is given. According to 
Theorem 2, there is a sequence I, < I, < . . in N such that 
lb,, I (4,) G @‘, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1; j=2, 3, . . . . 
Take that n, = I,. Let {I,, I,, . . . . } = U,“= i M, is a partition, where each 
M, is infinite and M, n M, = @ (r # s). Since 
f, bn,l ( u +I PI< +a, 
isM, 
there is an M, = {I,, , I,,, . ..}. I,, < I,, < . . . . such that 
Take that n2 = I,, . Then, as above, there is a subsequence lmli, < lmk2 < . . . of 
the sequence I,, < I,, < I,, < . ’ such that 
< E/22. 
Take that n3 = l,,,. 
In this way, we obtain a sequence n, < n2 < . . . . Clearly, {ni} satisfies 2”. 
Observe that each n, is a certain Zk. Hence if i < j, say ni = I, and nj = I,, 
then we have 
IA, I (E,) = IP,, I (E,,) G @‘Q Q’, 
i.e., {n,} satisfies 1’. Q.E.D. 
409,135’1-23 
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We have the following more general result. 
THEOREM 6. Let 9 be a a-field of subsets of a set 52, {E,,} $, =, be a 
matrix of members of 9 such that each row is pairwise disjoint, and 
{,u,,} c ba(Q, F). If there is a sequence k, < k,< ... in FV such that the 
sequence ( { lpk, 1 (E,+k,)}l~=, },S=, has the property (M,), then for every E > 0 
there is a sequence n, < n, < . . . in N such that 
(i) IpHil (E,,,,)<E/~‘, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1; j=2, 3, . . . . 
(ii) IPn,I (Ui>jE,,n,) <E/2’, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
and hence 
(iii) Ih,l (UtZ,K,,,)<E, j= 1, 2, . . . . 
ProoJ: E > 0 is given. According to Theorem 2, there is a sequence 
I, < I, < ... in N such that 
IpLl/I (E,,,,,)<E/~‘, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1; j=2, 3, . . . . 
Take that n, = [, . There is a subsequence { /,,,,I of { Ei}z z such that 
l&i, I ($, &,A,) < 42. 
Take that n2 = 1,, Then there is a subsequence {lm,,} of (f,,,}im_2 such that 
IPn21 ($, %.LJ -P. 
Take that n3 = l,,,. 
In this way, we obtain the desired sequence n, < n, < . . . . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. Let 9 be a a-field of subsets of the set 9. If {pL,} is a 
sequence of ba(l2, 9) such that xF=, ( lpn I (Q))p < co for some p > 0, then 
for every E > 0 and every matrix {E } Oc = 1 of members of F which each n,m n,m 
row is pairwise disjoint, there is a sequence n, < n2 < . . . in N such that (n,} 
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). 
3. THE PROPERTY ON (M,) 
If X is a Banach space, x, +w 0 in X and x,* +‘+ 0 in X*, then the 
sequence { {x~(x,)}~= , },“= , has the property (M,). A more general exam- 
ple is just the sequence which is considered by Simons [6, Theorem 11. 
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PROPOSITION 2. We suppose that E is a locally convex space with dual 
E’, {an}:: 1 is an equicontinuous sequence in E’, and { xfi};= 1 is a sequence 
in E such that x, + 0 in a(E, E’). Then there is a sequence n, < n, < . . . in N 
such that the sequence { {a,,,(x,J)E , },Z, has the property (AI,), i.e., 
{ {an(xi)>,?, ),Z, has WI. 
Proof: As in [6], we may assume that there exists aE E’ such that 
a(x,)= lim a,(x,), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
m+z 
Since a(x,,) -+ 0 as n + co, there is an n, E FV such that 
I lim a,(x,,)l = la(x,,)l < l/2, m-73 
and hence, there is an m, > n, such that 
Ia,(x,,)l < l/2 for all m3m,. 
Similarly, we have that la(x,,,)l < 1/22 for some n2 > m,, and hence there is 
an m2 > n2 such that 
lamkJl < l/z2 for all m>m,. 
In this way, we obtain the desired sequence n, < n2 < .... In fact, we 
have that 
ja,(x,,)l < l/2’, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- l;j=2, 3, . . . . Q.E.D. 
A special case of Proposition 2 is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a Banach space, and x, --* w 0 in X. Zf {x,* } is 
bounded in X*, then the sequence { {x~(xi)},nO_ ,}T=, has (RS). 
Hence if X, -+ W 0 but x, f* 0 in X then there is a 6 > 0 and a sequence 
n,<n,< ... in N such that 
II /I i;, aixnJ ;36 sup Ic(;l 
whenever (~L~)E I, is such that Cp”=i six,, exists [6, Theorem 111. 
Note that this result can give a short proof of a famous result of Bessaga 
and Pelczynski [6, Corollary 121. 
And finally, we give a relationship among (M,) and the uniformity of 
convergence. 
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THEOREM 8. A sequence {A,( .)}F=, G cO has (RS) if and only if there is 
a sequence n, <n,< ... in N such that the rows of the matrix 
0 &l,h) Ll,(%) . 
41,(nt) 0 &,(n3) . . 
&,(n,) 4&b) 0 AJn4) . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
tend to zero uniformly. 
Proof. * Let n, < n, < . . satisfying 
(i) Iin, < l/2’, i= 1, 2, . . . . j- 1; j=2, 3, . . . . 
(ii) C,,, IA,, < l/2’, j= 1, 2, . . . . 
Let E > 0 is arbitrary. Then 1/2k < E for all k > k,. Hence from (i), (ii) we 
have that 
13*n,(ni)l <& for all i, j 2 k, but i # j. 
On the other hand, since limi+m A,(ni) = 0 for all i= 1, 2, . . . . there is a 
k, E N such that 
I~,,(~# < 8 for all i > k, and j = 1, 2, . . . . k,. 
Thus we have that 
I&,W <E for all iamax(k,, k,) but i# j, j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
This is just the desired. 
-z If the condition holds, then the sequence 
({4&n,), k,h), . . . . L&n,- I), 0, A,(nj+ I),...) >,Z 1 
has (M,), and sois { {Izn,(ni)}p3,,}~1. Q.E.D. 
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